
Start Date: June 1, 2020

End Date: July 3, 2020


This is a healthy lifestyle change, not a diet! This is a challenge to raise awareness of how 
important it is to combine quality nutrition with CrossFitting! You will experience a lot of 
changes over the next FIVE weeks and learn to read your body in new ways. Please feel free 
to come to the coaches with any questions, concerns, suggestions and feedback! 


Drink water, water and more water! Your body is going to be going through a week or so of 
DETOXING all the processed, junky, nasty foods that we eat! Admit it, we eat a lot of junk 
that controls our moods, attitudes, performance and ambition! 


“Sugar is like CRACK!” (I will admit it, I’m addicted!) When we eat a lot of processed breads, 
pastas, oats, crackers etc., our body breaks them down and stores them just like sugar! So 
by taking this out of your diet you might experience strong cravings for these foods, crazy 
mood swings and all sorts of types of body changes that might try to talk you into quitting 
the challenge, but just remember, if you were trying to get off CRACK, you would feel the 
same way! Stick to it, you will get over that hump after a week or so and feel like a 
champion!


Weight In: If you would like to weight yourself before you start and when the 5 weeks is over 
please do so. But it’s NOT always about the numbers on the scale. It’s more about your body 
composition and how your body feels. We are encouraging you to take some before and 
after pictures, this can be done in the comfort of your own home, this is more or less for 
YOU to see your progress not your Instagram followers ;)


Every day you will keep track of your points on your scoring sheet. This requires a certain 
amount of “honor system”, though, the information you track each week will be a direct 
reflection of your success at the end of the challenge. Bottom line, we will know if you 
cheated!


Take a look at www.thepaleodiet.com as well as www.robbwolf.com for information.

It is recommended to go into this challenge with 100% effort, it is only 5 weeks, and your 
body will feel great when it is over!


What is Paleo?: In plain language, base your diet on garden vegetables, especially greens, 
lean meats, nuts and seeds, some fruit, little starch, and no sugar. That's about as simple as 
we can get. Many have observed that keeping your grocery cart to the perimeter of the 
grocery store while avoiding the aisles is a great way to protect your health. Food is 
perishable. The stuff with long shelf life is all suspect. Avoiding processed foods, even in the 
natural foods aisle make sure you are checking labels.


Scoring Points: (+1 for each category per day, unless specified)


-WODing: It’s simple! Do the daily programing or show up to “class”, gain a point! But 
remember to listen to your body, coming six days a week just so you can score some points 
is NOT worth it. Still maintain your rest days. Rest is very important for muscle recovery.




-Mobility: We all love it! This is for extra mobility, not during “class” time (unless specified by 
a coach). Utilize the ROMWOD account, do some yoga or just take 10 minutes before or 
after a workout to stretch.

   

-Non-CrossFit Activity: Running, walking, biking, yoga, yard work, playing a sport...basically 
staying active outside of the gym scores you points. Now this doesn’t mean walking to the 
mailbox and back, a solid 30-40 minutes of walking continuously, 20-30 minutes of running 
would be legit. Use your judgement guys!


-Cooking and Preparing Meals: (1 point per meal, up to +3 points per day) This can be a 
tough one. We all live busy lives and it’s hard to find the time to cook healthy meals when its 
just so much easier to order take out. Take an hour sometime during the week to cook a 
mass amount of healthy goodness and divide it into containers so that way you have 
something easy to grab.

-Water: Drinking half your body weight in ounces everyday. Body weight: 160lbs, that would 
be 80oz of water per day. The weather is changing too guys, a little extra H2O wouldn’t hurt. 
Let’s stay hydrated!


-Sleep: For optimal muscle recovery you should be looking to get 7-8 hours of sleep per 
night. Along with rest days, sleep is also very important for keeping your body fresh and fully 
charged. No points earned for less than 7 hours.


-Fish Oil: Ew yuck! Taste like fish! Not if you buy a good brand and take it before a meal, then 
you don’t usually get those yummy fishy burps. AND all those omega-3’s are great for you! 
Not all fat is bad fat. You're looking to get anywhere from 1000-6000mg a day, start small 
then increase and see how it makes you feel.


-Meditation: Taking 20 minutes to have some quiet, no screen, no kids, sit and breath time. 
This could simply be sitting outside, by yourself, without your phone for 20 mins. Taking the 
first or last minutes of your day for you. There are apps you can download for meditation 
(Calm, Simple Habits, Headspace, etc.) some of them have just a free version that will work 
just fine…clear your head and enjoy some ME time.


Losing Points: (-1 per category each day, unless specified)


-Alcohol: You are allowed TWO DRINKS PER WEEK! No beer though, red or white wine (no 
dessert, sugary wines) and high end liquors with no added sweeteners! Any extra drinks per 
week will cost you points!


-Wheat, sugar, dairy, grains: Love hamburgers? Still can eat them! Just lose the bun, load it 
up with all the other good stuff! Lettuce, tomatoes, onions, avocado, and of course bacon!


-Dairy: Milk or cream in your coffee? Try it with a little almond or coconut milk instead. There 
are plenty of Paleo desserts kicking around. If you love the sweets like I do there is 
something out there that is easy to make to keep around for when that sweet tooth attacks! 


Subtract a point anytime you “cheat” in each category




Paleo Food Pyramid

 

“Old School” Food Pyramid


